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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider systems of semilinear advection diffusion 
equations of the form 
a,z&, t) - d&(X, t) + Ci(X) .VUj(X, t) 
=.fi(4.c t)) for (x, t)EQx [0, co), i= 1 to m (l.la) 
3-O 
an 
for (x,t)~&2x[O,03),i=l tom (l.lb) 
subject to initial conditions of the form 
4x> 0) = 4, b) for xEQ, i= 1 to m. (l.lc) 
Here ~2 is a bounded domain in KY’, f = (f;)?? 1 : R”’ + R” and 
c = (Ci)yTz 1 = (Gil )...) ci,)yE, : B + 54” x 52”. We establish a priori bounds and 
global existence results for this system. 
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Speaking in rough terms we employ a convex functional H to control the 
growth of the reaction vector field. This in turn allows use of a scalar 
comparison function to dominate the summation of the components of the 
system and thereby provide a priori bounds for the system. Convex 
functions, which provide a generalized Lyapunov structure for the system, 
are used by J. Morgan [14, 151. In the aforementioned work Morgan 
considers reaction diffusion systems which have no advection term and 
distinct diffusion constants in each component and imposes an additional 
hypothesis regardin the growth of intermediate sums. In the work at hand 
we require that the coefficient of the Laplacian (assumed for convenience 
to be equal to one) be the same in each component but are able to dispense 
with the intermediate sum condition. Admittedly, systems with equal 
diffusion constants do not present the challenging and rich qualitative 
structure as do systems with distinct diffusion constants. However, interest 
in systems with constant diffusion persists; cf. Weinberger [22], Bates [a], 
and Redheffer, Redlinger, and Walter [ 171. A discussion of the physical 
relevance and significance of equidiffusion systems within the context of 
chemical pattern formation is given in [20]. Related elliptic systems are 
considered by Fitzgibbon and Morgan [S, 63. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We delineate the hypotheses requisite for guaranteeing global solutions 
to (1. lax). Throughout, Q is required to be a bounded Lipschitz domain 
with C2 + a boundary for some CI E (0, 1). M denotes lRT = {U 1 u E Iw” and 
ui>O for i= 1 to m}. If ucM, then u + is that vector whose components 
aregiven by (u+)j=ujifui30and (uf)i=Oifui<O;weletu-=(--)+. 
We observe u=u+-u-. We denote the vector equal to one in each 
component by 1,. 
The vector field f = (fi)yY i is required to be locally Lipschitz. Moreover, 
we assume 
(P) For each i, 1 ,< i < m, and u E IV, f,(u) > 0 whenever U, = 0. 
We remark that this condition requires the ith component of f to be 
nonnegative on the coordinate hyperplane ui = 0. We introduce what we, 
with certain abuse of terminology, term a generalized Lyapunov structure 
for the vector field j We postulate the existence of HE C(M, R + ) n 
C2(int(M), [w,) of the form 
H(U)= f hi(ui) for u=(u,,..., 24,)EM 
i=l 
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satisfying: 
(Hl) There exists z0 E M so that H(u) = 0 if and only if u = zO. 
(H2) The Hessian a’H(u) is nonnegative definite for ueint(M). 
(H3) H(u) -+ co as (u[ -+ co, u EM. 
(H4) If B is a bounded subset of M, then lim,,, supUGB 
Icy! 1 h((u, + &)I E = 0. 
(H5) There exists ;1> 0 and K, > 0 so that for all UE int(M), 
aH(u)f(u)=~~~“=, hj(u,)fj(u)~m(u)+K,. 
(H6) There exists K2, K3, r 20 so that for u E int(M), 
Ihi fi(U)l G Kz(H(u))’ + K3. 
We note that (Hl-H3) imply that Zf is a nonnegative convex function 
mapping M to R,. At the risk of belabouring the obvious we point 
out that the multiplication of (H5) is the multiplication of the m x 1 
row aH(u) = (ZZ~(U,),..., hh(u,)) by the 1 x m column f(u) = (fi(u))y= i. If 
3, = K, = 0, then (H5) implies that the reaction vector field points inward 
along level curves of ZZ. Thus we may consider (H5) geometrically as 
providing a limitation on the growth rate of the reaction vector field. We 
remark that conditions (Hl) and (H2) imply condition (H3). Finally we 
place the following condition on our advection matrix: 
(C) C = (Cj)y= 1 = (Cjl y...y C(n) E C’(Q, R” X Rm). 
The following local result is well known; cf. Rothe [18]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf f = (f)y= , : [w” + R” is locally Lipschitz continuous 
and fj = (4, ,..., 4,) is in L,(sZ, W), there exi?ts a T,,, >O and 
N= (Ni)~= 1 E C( [O, T,,,), Ry ) such that 
(i) (l.lac) has a unique, classical, noncontinuable solution 
u = (Uj)T= 1 on !ll x [0, T,,,), and 
(ii) Ilf4L 411 ,,DGN,(t)for 1 <i<m, tE [0, T,,,). 
Moreover, IlUi( ., t)ll m,R + cc as t + T,,, for some 1 < i < m. 
Our local result provides solutions to 
d,Uj(X, t)--dui(X, t) + Cj(X) 'VU,(X, t) 
=L(“(x, t)) (x, t)ESZx [0, T,,,), i= 1 to m (2.2) 
aui ;In=o (x, t) E 852 x [0, T,,,), i = 1 to m 
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if 
44 0) = 4(x) E Lx@, w  XEf2. (2.4) 
We use Condition (P) together with a result of Chueh, Conley, and 
Smoller [3] to imply that the positive orthant is an invariant rectangle for 
(2.4a-c) and consequently U(X, t) E M for (x, t) E Q x [O, T,,,). In either 
case A4 is a forward invariant set for solutions to (2.4a-c) and hence these 
solutions also solve (1. la-c). 
As previously mentioned our principal results concern a priori bounds 
and the existence of globally defined solutions. We state these results whose 
proofs appear in Section 4. 
LEMMA 2.5. If the aforementioned hypotheses are met and u = (ui)yz, : 
B x [O, T,,,) -+ A4 is a classical solution to (1. la-c), then there exists a 
gE C([O, co), R,) so that for each TE [0, T,,,,,) we have 
IlfWIl~,c~,, G g(T). 
Here, QT denotes the cylinder Sz x (0, T). 
THEOREM 2.6. If the hypotheses of Lemma (2.5) are satisfied, then 
T max = co. 
We need the following two propositions which provide numerical 
estimates. Their proofs are technical and not interesting per se. Such 
tedium is quite properly relegated to an appendix. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let p E (1, 5) and suppose that n is a positive integer. 
Zf we define 6, =2p2/(2-p)[p(n+ 3)-(n+2)] there exists an E~ >0 so 
thatfor p~(1, 1 +E,) we have 
1<; 
1 
and 
(ii) o< p(n+3)-(n+2) 
( P(n + 2) 
).(!q?L)<E$. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose p E (1, $) and n is a positive integer greater 
than or equal to 3. Zf b, = 4p2/(2 - p)[p(n + 4) - (n + 2)], then there exists 
anE2>Oso thatforpE(l,l+E*) wehave 
0) 1<; 
2 
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and 
(ii) 
p(n+4)-(n+2) 
An + 2) 
Finally we quote the following Gronwall type inequality which appears 
in Morgan [15]. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose that K, L, f3 > 0 and E E (0, 1). Zf 8 6 K + LO”, 
then 
Because we work in a variety of function spaces with a variety of norms, 
it is convenient and advantageous to introduce some notational abbrevia- 
tion. If p> 1, the norm on L,(Q) is denoted /( Ilp,o. The space time 
cylinder Sz x (r, T) is denoted Q(r, T). The norm on L,(Q(z, T)) is denoted 
by II II p,Q(r, T). At times we suppress the r, T dependence and use L,(Q) and 
11 1Ip.Q. 
3. THE ADJOINT EQUATION 
Our a priori bounds are established via duality arguments which in turn 
are predicated on the use of scalar parabolic equations. Duality arguments 
are employed by Hollis, Martin, and Pierre [11] and Morgan [14, 151. 
A variant of these arguments is applied to semilinear elliptic systems by 
Fitzgibbon and Morgan [IS]. 
If [0, T,,,) is the maximal interval of existence for (l.la-c), 0 <z < 
T< T,,,, p > 1, and 0 E L,(Q(z, T)) with 8 2 0 a.e., we let @ be the unique, 
nonnegative, strong solution of 
a,4qx, t) = d@(x, t) - @(x, t) + qx, t) (x, t)E!Zx (z, T) (3.la) 
a@ 
n=o (x, t) E 852 x (z, T) (3.lb) 
@(x, z) = 0 XEl2. (3.lc) 
Existence, nonnegativity, and uniqueness of strong solutions to (3.la-c) are 
well known; cf. [3]. Our first lemma provides estimates for 0 in terms of 
cylinder bounds for 8. We have 
LEMMA 3.2. Ifpe(l, co), OGz<T, ecL,(Q(z, T)), and@>0 a.e., then 
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there exists a constant C = C,, T, independent of 8, such that the following are 
true : 
0) Il@ll~,Q G Cll~ll,,Q. 
(ii) I@( sy T)/l,,, G Cll~llp,Q. 
and q= P(n + 2) 
n+2-2p’ then Il@lly.Q d CllWl,,~. 
(iv) Zfp~(l,n+2) andq= An + 2) 
n+2-p’ then IIWI, d cl141,,e. 
Here, Q = Q(z, T). 
We point out that assertions (i), (iii), and (iv) may be found in 
Ladyshenkaya, Solonnikov, and Uralceva [13] and that (ii) is a 
straightforward semigroup estimate which is used in [15]. The next lemma 
is essentially a special case of the preceeding one. We state and prove it 
separately because it gives explicit estimates for the constant C. This is 
important when we compute L2 bound for H(u). 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf 0 E L*(Q(z, T)) and 0 3 0 a.e., then the following estimates 
hold: 
(i) II@‘11 2,Q < c1 -e-(T-‘)l l1°1/2,Q 
(ii) IlWl Z,Q< [l -e- (=--r)l”2 ~~0~~2,Q 
(iii) I[@(., T)l12,&& [l -e-(T-r)]1’2 1/8/12,Q. 
Here, Q = Q(z, T). 
Proof To obtain (i) we multiply both sides of the first equation by @ 
and integrate over Q(z, T) to obtain 
T  
5?’ z a 
@gdxdt- jT j 
T R 
9A@dxdt+j~TjG@2dxdt=jITj~@dxdt. 
(3.4) 
Using Holder’s inequality we thereby obtain 
;s, [@(x, T)]2dxdt+j7Tj-D IV@12dxdt+jrT jQ@*dxdt 
G II@il2,Q(qT) ieii2,Q(r,T)~ (3.5) 
Thus, we are guaranteed the existence of M= llBl12,Q(r,T) such that 
We define 
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w(t) = j; s, 4’ dx dt for each t E [r, T] (3.6) 
and produce the differential inequality 
k + 2w < 2Mw ‘I*, tE (z, u (3.7) 
w(z) = 0. 
Hence, it follows that w(t) < y(t), where y is the solution to 
j + 2y = 2My 1’2, t E (7, r1 (3.8) 
y(z) = 0. 
The solution of (3.8) is y = M*[ 1 - e-(‘-‘)I*. 
Returning to the definition of w(t) and recalling that M= 1161(2,QCr,T), we 
see that 
T  
SI 
@*dxdtd y(T)= [l -e-(TPr)]2 llOll&,,T,. (3.9) T R 
We achieve our desired result by taking the square root of (3.9). 
To prove (ii)-(iii) we return to (3.5) and substitute the result of part (i) 
into the right-hand side. 
If ~EL,(Q(~, T)) and @ is the solution to (3.la-c) we define 
6(x, t) = e(x, T+ z - t) (x, t) E Q(T, T) 
ljb(x, t) = @(x, T+ T - I) (x, t) E Q(T, T) 
and observe that 
a,lj+Lll//-lj= -4 (x, t) E Q(T, T) 
a* ;in=o (x, t) E asz x cz, 7-1 
w T) = 0 XEQ. 
(3.10a) 
(3.10b) 
(3.1 la) 
(3.11b) 
(3.1 lc) 
By recasting (3.la-c) as a terminal value problem we produce an equation 
formally adjoint to a parabolic equation. 
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4. A PRIORI Lz CYLINDER BOUNDS 
In this section we prove the first of our main results. For the sake of 
completeness we state the following classical result of functional analysis. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ~7 be measurable and 3 0 in Q(z, T). If there exists 
A4 > 0 such that for all 0 in L,(Q(z, T)), l/q = 1 - (l/p), 6 2 0 a.e. We have 
then CJ E L,(Q(z, T)) and 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. If T,,,,, = co, there is nothing to prove. Thus, we 
may assume without loss of generality that T,,, < co. We first argue that 
we can choose 0 d t < T-C T,,, so that there exists a bounded function 
g E CC4 T,,,) such that II H(u) II 2,p(s, T( < g(T). 
Toward this end, we choose 0 < r < T-C T,,, so that 
Cmax WV c,l/ oc,R +(I +l)][l-e-(TP”] 
+ [rnaxIl~~l~~,~][l -epcTp”]“*.<j3< 1. (4.2) 
If 0 E L2(Q(r, T)) and @ is defined via (3.la-c), we specify $ by (3.12a-c). 
Because l142,g~r,T~= 1i”/12,Q(r,T)? the estimates of Lemma 3.3 hold for 
11$112,Q(z,T), llwl12,Q(r,T)> and IIIc/(., ~)ll2,L?~ respectively. To simplify subse- 
quent computation we hence suppress the explicit t, T dependence of the 
cylinder Q(r, T) and use the symbol Q. If we multiply (3.1 la) by h,(u, + E) 
and integrate on the cylinder Q we obtain 
T  
- Sf hi(u; + &)8 dx dt T a 
T  
= IS h,(u,+&){&ll/+@-$} dxdt i R 
=- J 
n 
hi(ui(x, T) +E) I~/(x, Z) dx-SrJ IC/a,(hi(ui+E)) dx dt 
T R 
+j-zTJa$A(hj(u,+E))dxdt-jT/ h,(u;+E)$dxdt 
T R 
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=- j h,(u,(x,r)+E)g(x,r)dx-jIj lpl:(u;+E)duidxdt n T n 
+ jr ljh:(u, + E)(Cj(X) .Vu,) dx dt ? 
- j’3 $h;(Ui+E)fi(U)dXdt+ jr j $dh,(U,+E)dXdt 
z a * D 
- ss ‘J- l,bh,(U;+E)dXdf 5 a 
=- J” 
n 
hi(ui(X, T)+E) (‘(X3 7) dX-jrJ $‘~I(u~+E) d~idx dt 
T n 
+ j'j ~(ci(x).Vhj(ui+E))dXdf-j' j $hj(Uj+E)f;(U) 
* R c n 
+[=j ~ordh,(ui+e)dxdr-j=j~~;(~;+E)dxdf. (4.3) T R T 
If we make use of the nonnegative definiteness of a2H(u), cf. (H2), we 
obtain 
T  
ii hj(U, + E)d dx dt T R 
d j 
n 
hi(Ui(X, T)+E)$(X, T)dX-jTj hi(~,+e)(ci(x).V$) dXdI 
T  n 
- il ’ $h,(u,+s)(div c,(x))dxcil+j’j I(/~:(u, + 8) ji(u) dx dt I R T Id 
+ j’j h,(u,+E)$dxdt. 
t R 
We sum the components of (4.4) and use (H5) to observe 
T  
j.l 
H(u + ~1,) dx dt 
7 n 
< H(U(X,~)+El,)~(X,t)dX s a 
- j-‘j {-f h;(u,-c~)(c~(x)~V$))dxdt 
T R i= 1 
- $hi(uj + .s) div ci(x) dx dt 
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+ 
+ j-‘c (I+i)ILH(u+~lm)dxdr+K,(~I $dxdf. (4.5) 
T n T R 
Using (H4) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem to compute the 
limit of (4.5) as E JO, we observe that 
T  
li H(u)4 dx dt < T a j- H(u(x,~)1/I(x,~))dx+~~~ (1+1)$H(u)dxdt R T D 
- hi(Ui)(Ci(X) .Vlc/) + @h,(u) div ci(X)j dx dt 
+K, s’s $dxdt. 
7 a 
(4.6) 
Estimating the right-hand side of (4.6) via the Schwarz inequality we have 
T Li H(4~ dx dtQ IIH(u(.> t))llw IIt4, t)llz,a T n 
+maxlldiv cilIm,nII~l12,g llfWl12,a 
+ max lIcill m,~ llW2,~ IIH(u)llz,~ 
x (1 +4llrl/llz,~ II~~~~ll2,~+~,~~I~0”“Il~lI,,,. 
(4.7) 
By virtue of Lemma 3.3 we have 
l’[ H(u)fidxdtC$[l -e -(T-T)1”211H(~(~, 7))llz,a l1412,e 
z 0 
+{[maxI(divcill,,~+(l+IZ)][l-eP’TPr)] 
+ Cmax ll~illm,~lC1 -ep(TpT)1”2) IlH(~)ll2,~ ll@lz,a 
+ K,(TIQ1)“2[1 -epcTpT)I l18112,p. (4.8) 
From (4.2) we observe that the coefficient of the second term of (4.8) is 
<p < 1. Consequently, we have 
T  
ss 
H(u)g dx dt 
r R 
d {,,hCl -e-‘T-*)11’211H(4., ~))l12,n+K1(~I~I)“2) 11~112,~ 
+PllH(uNlz,~ 11~112.~~ (4.9) 
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Lemma 4.1 now implies that 
llw~)l12,Q(r,T) <(l-/I-‘([l-e -(T-r)]1’2 llH(u( ., z))ll*,n+KI(T(Q()1’2}. 
(4.10) 
To complete our proof we let TE (0, T,,,). As previously mentioned, we 
may assume T,,, < co. We partition the interval [0, T,,,] into k equal 
subintervals { [tj, rj+ ,] ( i = 0 to k - 1) when ~~~ is chosen so that 
[Imax IW c,ll m, R +(l +A)][1 -eP”‘J] 
+ [maxIjcill,,n][l -ePdTJ]1’2</IjJ 1. 
We lose no generality by assuming TE (z,, ~~~ 1) for some j = 0 to k - 1. 
We let 
Clearly, 
<k(l-j? -1($M+(K,TIQl)1i2)=g(T) 
and we reach our desired conclusion. 
5. GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we establish global existence for (1.la-c) by arguing that 
T max = co. We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let k 2 1. Zf for all p E [k, 00) and each i E { 1, . . . . m} there 
exist 6(p) E (0, 1) and M,, Np in C(R + , R + ) such that for each 
TE (0, Tm,,) 
Ilhi(ui)llp,g(o,T) ~M,(T)+~,(T)IIH(u)ll~~~‘,o,., 
then T,,, = co. 
Proof We assume for the sake of contradiction that T,,, < co. Then 
there exist M,*, IV,* in C(R + , If%+), and 6(p)* E (0, 1) so that for all 
TE (0, Trn,,), 
lIH(~)ll,,eco,r,,, ,~M,*-tN,*IIH(u)ll~‘~‘(*,,., for all p E [k, a). 
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We use Proposition 2.9 to conclude that for all TE (0, T,,,) 
IIH(u)ll P.~(~.~jdMp*(l --6(p)*)-‘+N,*(l -S(p)*)-’ forall PE[~, ccl). 
Consequently, 
IIH(uNl P. Q(O. Tmax) < CC for all PE [k, 00). 
By virtue of (H6) we have for r > 1 that 
IIWu)ll P’, QW, Tmax) < CC for all p E [k, ~0). 
However, because 
IIH(u)ll = .m.Q(O. ~w.) 
= 
= II WbWll;!Q~o, r,,,maxJ> 
it follows that II(H(u))‘JJ,,Q(o,r,,,, < CC for each PE [k, 00). 
If r E (0, l), we can find a q so that for all p 2 q we have pr E [k, co). We 
then have~~(~(~))rll,,,Q~o,~,,,~ < cc for all suffkiently large p which in turn 
implies that ll(H(~))‘ll,,Q(~,~,,,) < a. 
For all sufficiently large p, the foregoing arguments insure that 
For ldi<m we have 
a,ui-du;+cj.Vtl,dKz(H(u))‘+K, (x, c) E Q x (0, T,,,,,) (5.2a) 
%- 
an 
-0 (x, t) E &T-J x (0, T,,,) (5.3b) 
%(X7 0) = di(X), XEQ. (5.2~) 
We let v = (vi)~=, be the unique, nonnegative solution to 
a,v - Au + ci.Vui= K,(H(u))‘+ K3 (A f) E Q x (0, T,,,) (5.3a) 
aviBO 
dn- (x, f) E 6x2 x (0, Tn,,,) (5.3b) 
v,(x, 0) = 4;(x), XESZ (5.3c) 
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for 1< i < m. Standard maximum arguments imply that for 0 < T < T,,, 
we have 
Ui(X, t) < Ui(X, t) for (x, t) E Q x [IO, T]. 
Now, for all sufficiently large p, the fact that [K,(H(u))‘+ K3] E 
L,(Q(O, T,,,)) together with the Sobolev imbedding theorem implies that 
Therefore, 
ll”iil m,Q(O, 7-m,,) < O” 
and we achieve a contradiction vis-a-vis Theorem 2.1 of the finiteness of 
T max. Consequently, T,,,,, = cc. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.6. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. We obtain our result by establishing that the 
hypotheses of the previous lemma are satisfied. We let TE (0, T,,,,,). The 
constants E, and s2 are the constants of Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, respec- 
tively. If nb3 we let p be such that O<p<min{l-sr, l+cZ, :} and 
if n=l or 2 we let 1 <p<min{l,+sr, $}. We let 0 be such that 
iI4 p,Q(o, =) = 1 and 8 2 0 a.e. We recall that the function @ is the strong 
solution to (3.la-c) and that d and rc/ are defined via (3.11a-b). From 4.6 
we see that 
T 
If H(u)l? dx dt 0 n 
6 [l +~+maxlIdivc,ll,,Q 1 s,‘i, H(u)+ dxdt 
+ (max Ikill ~,n)C~~H(u)lV~ldxdr+K,~o~~~~dxdt 
(5.4) 
We proceed to estimate each of the integrals appearing on the right-hand 
side of (5.4). Applying Holder’s inequality and Lemma 3.2 to the first term 
we observe 
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T  
II H(u)lj dx dt 0 s-2 
(.dn + 4) - (n + 2)vPcn + 2) 
dC 
P(n+Z)i(p(fl+4)-(fl+2)) 
. (5.5) 
If n= 1 or 2, then ~(n+2)/(p(n+4)-(n+2))<2. Hence, 
0 J * W(u)) 
(P(n+4)--fn+2))/p(n+2) 
P(nf2)/(P(n+4)-(n+2))dxdt 
0 R > 
< I(H(u)lJ2,Q(o,r)(lQI T)(p(n+6)--(n+*))‘2p(“+2) 
< g(q(~~l ~)(~(n+6)--2(n+2))/*~(n+2) 
(5.6) 
The last inequality follows from Theorem 2.5. If n > 3 we take b2 as in 
Proposition 2.8 in which case p E (1, 1 + c2) implies b2 < 2 and 
p(n+2)-(n+2) 2-b2 
An + 2) >( > 2 
<p-l 
P . 
Thus setting q* = p(n + 2)/( p(n + 4) - (n + 2)) we observe that 
1 
l/U’ 
H( u)~* dx dt 
’ [j J 
1/q* = (H(u))**-~~(H(u))~~ dx dt 
0 R 1 
d 11 (H(u))b’ll :;;,‘,Q(O, T)  11 (H(U))Y* -“iI :;T;- &),Q(O, T)  
(h/2)(1/q’) 
= (H(u))’ dx dt 
(l/4*)(2- bzV2 
(4' - &)(2/(2 - bz)) dx dt (5.7) 
We note that (b2/2)( l/q*) = 2p/(2 - p)(n + 2) and that (q* - b,)(2/(2 - b2)) 
= p/( p - 1). Thus, 
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1 
(U4*K--b2P 
4~ic2 - pm + 2) 
= llH(u)ll ~,Q(o, T)  
x IIH(u)ll”~(“+4’-‘“+*“/~‘“+*))((2--b2)/*)(p/(p--I) 
P/C P ~ 1 L Q(O. =) (5.8) 
Because 
&z+4)-(n-2) 
P(n + 2) 
we can select 6,(p) E (0, 1) and use the L2 cylinder bound on H(u), 
Theorem 2.5, to observe 
[I j 
= CH(u)l 
I 
(P(n+4)-(n+2))/P(n+2) 
P(n+Z)/(P(n+4)-(n+2)) dx dt 
0 n 
< [g(T)]4p’((2-pp)(nf2))IIH(~)II~~~~)l),Q(o,T) (5.9) 
If n = 1 or 2 we substitute the rightmost inequality of (5.6) into the right- 
hand side of (5.5). In case n > 3 we substitute the right-hand side of (5.9) 
into (5.5). In either case we determine that there exist ML(T) and NL( 7’) so 
that 
ss = H(~)~dXdt~~~(~)+~~(~)H(u)ll~;~~‘l,Qco,T). (5.10) 0 $2 
We now consider the second integral on the right-hand side of (5.4). 
Lemma 3.2 implies 
T  
J‘i H(u) IV$l dx dt 0 R 
(p(n+3)-(n+2))/~(n+*) 
~(n+*)i(p(n+3)~(n+*)) (5.11) 
Setting 
An + 2) 
‘*=p(n+3)-(n+2) 
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we estimate (5.11) as follows: 
(H(U))Y’ dx dt l”‘*=[r,‘,, I 1/y* (H(u))~*--hl(H(~))b’dxdt 
= ~I(H(U))Y*~b’~(:~~~-b,),Q(O,T) II(H(u))b’(I:~;I:,Q(O,r) 
(Il4*K--bzV2 
(Y*-bd(2/(2-h)) dx dt 
(UPNbil2) 
b1Wh) dx dt (5.12) 
We observe that (q*-6,)(2/(2-h,))=p/(p- 1) and that 
p(n+3)-(nt2) 
p(f7+2) =(2-&2+2). 
Thus, 5.12 becomes 
’ [i J 
l/Y* 
(H(u))Y’ dx dt 
0 R 
,< 
(1 J 
= (ff(u)) 
0 R 
““-“drd~)(“q’)i2~b’)‘2(j~j~(~(U))~dxdt)ii2-p)in+2) 
= ~~~(*)~~~~~y,*_I(~~p~~,~~~(P/(P--l))II~(U)JI~~fo~~)ol+22)~ (5.13) 
The exponent in the first term of the product on the right of (5.13) is 
between zero and one and llH(u)ll 2,Q(o, TJ 6 g(T) by Theorem 2.5. Therefore 
we can find 6,(p) E (0, 1) so that 
0 j T  (mu)) > 
(p(n+31 -(n+2))/pC,(n+2) 
P(n+2)/(P(n+3)-(n+2)) 
0 R 
G k(T)1 zp’(2--)(~+2)I(H(U)1(~~~~1_,,,Q(o,T). 
If we substitute (5.14) into (5.11) we obtain 
(5.14) 
I,r T ff(u)IV$i dxdtdC[g(~)]2p”2~p)(n+2)II~(~)~~~~~~,,,Qco,T,. 0 R (5.15) 
The last two integrals in (5.4) can be estimated in a straightforward 
manner using Lemma 3.2 and Holder’s inequality. We have the following. 
(5.16) 
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and 
s 
$(x, 0) H(u(x, 0)) d~<rnC(Ql~~(~-‘)rnax{ llhi(#i)lloc,n). (5.17) 
n 
We now combine (5.10), (5.15) (5.16), and (5.17) to produce an estimate 
of the form 
T ss 0 n 
fw8 dx dt G M,(T) + N,(T) IIwu)ll;;(-;- l),Q(O,T). 
Because p > 1 and we may choose p as close to 1 as we wish, we see that 
we may choose q suffkiently large to insure that 
s1^ T H(u)8dxdt~M,(T)+N,(T)IIH(u)ll~‘Y,:,,T). 0 a 
Lemma 4.1 implies that 
llH(u)ll y,QlO,T) 6 M,(T) + N,(T) IIWu)ll ;:$o,T, 
and we have verified that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 are met and we 
thereby conclude that T,,, = 00. 
6. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 
In this section we consider specific reaction diffusion systems and discuss 
a general class of separable convex functionals H(u) = Cy=, h,(u,). 
We begin by considering the system of partial differential equations 
a,u=da+u(x).Va-ab2+~,b3 XEO, t>o 
a,b=db+o(x).Vb+ab2-Y/,b3- f (b-q2c) 
0 
XEQ, t>o 
a,c=dc+w(x)~Vc+ f (b-QC) 0 
subject to boundary conditions 
au ab ac o -=-=-= 
an an an 
with initial conditions 
4x9 0) = a,(x), b(x, 0) = b,(x), 
XEQ. t>o 
xEaa, 00 
4x, 0) = cob), XEQ. 
(6.la) 
(6.lb) 
(6.1~) 
(6.ld) 
(6.le) 
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Here 52 is a bounded Lipschitz domain in R3 with C2+a boundary. The 
constants ql, q2, and z are assumed positive. We assume that the advective 
coefficients u = (ul, z+, ug), u = (u,, u2, us), and w= (w,, w2, w3) are con- 
tinuously differentiable on 0. The initial data is nonnegative and twice 
continuously differentiable onh 0. 
The kinetic terms, known as the Gray-Scott system, model the chemical 
reaction 
A+2Bz3B 
BF! C. 
They Gray-Scott model is the simplest consistent with chemical principles 
which oscillates in a continuous flow stirred tank reactor; cf. Vestano, 
Pearson, Horsthemke, and Sweeney [20]. Both diffusion and transport 
mechanisms are present in our system. 
In this case our H function is particularly simple. For (a, b, c) E IR: we 
define H(a, b, c) = a + b + c. It is a trivial exercise to verify that the condi- 
tions of the second section are satisfied. Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 therefore are 
applicable to provide a priori L2 cylinder bounds and global existence of 
solutions. 
Frequently our H functions assume the form H(u) = CyT, ciup’ for u = 
(U 1, ...> u,) EM, where cj> 0 and the pi’s are integers greater or equal to 
one. If the p;s are all even integers we can take M= R”. Otherwise we take 
M=R”,. As the following example illustrates, our H functions need not 
always assume this simple form. 
We consider a system of the form 
a,~,- Au;+ci(x)~Vui=fi(u) (X,f)EQX(O,~) (6.2a) 
au; 
;i;;=o cx, t) E a52 x (0, CO) (6.2b) 
u&G 0) = cp,(x), XEQ (6.2~) 
for 1 <i< m. One again Sz is a bounded Lipschitz domain in R” with C*+’ 
boundary. We require that the coefficients ci = (cjl , . . . . ci,) for 1 d i < m be 
C’ on D. The initial data is required to be twice continuously differentiable 
on Q and nonnegative on 0. Each component of the reaction vector field 
f= (fi)yZ, is required to be a polynomial expression involving u,, . . . . u,. 
Additionally we require that the positivity condition (P) holds. 
We shall obtain our generalized Lyapunov functional by assuming that 
the following condition holds: 
(G) There exists e= (e,, . . . . e,)~int(Ry) and gE C(rWy , R) so 
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that lim,,, _ m g(u)/lul =0 and such that for all UE int(RT) we have 
-Cy= 1 fiC”) Wuiiei) + l?(U) > O. 
We remark that Condition (G) is the dissipativity condition used by 
Griiger [8,9]. This condition holds on a wide variety of zhemical systems. 
If e is a critical point, i.e., f(e) = (fi(e))yzl =O, then Y(U) = 
-x7= i fi(u) log(u,/e,) + g(u) may be interpreted as a dissipation rate of 
the chemical reaction. 
We define for u~int(M) 
and note that H can be extended continuously to a nonnegative functional 
on all of the positive orthant. Moreover H vanishes uniquely at e. We 
further observe that Condition (G) implies that for u E int(M) 
dH(u)f(u) = 5 h(u) log : < g(u). 
,=l 0 
The sublinearity of g at co implies that the growth restriction of (H5) is 
met. We now have established that the hypotheses of Section 2 are satisfied 
and that Theorem 2.5 and 2.6 guarantee globally defined solutions and the 
existence of a priori L, cylinder bounds. 
We could have developed our theory for more general parabolic systems 
such as those considered by Redheffer, Redlinger, and Walter [17]. 
Namely, we could have obtained the same results for systems of the form 
where 2 is a uniformly elliptic self adjoint operator of the form 
However, we have restricted our attention to less complicated differential 
operators in an effort not to obscure our ideas with technical and nota- 
tional detail. It is straightforward to extend our theory to cover the case 
where [w” if the functional H( ) E C’( Iw”, Iw + ). In this case we may dispense 
with Condition (P) because we need not require the invariance of the 
positive orthant. 
Finally we point out that we could have considered generalized 
Lyapunov functionals H(u) = Cy= 1 hi(Ui) defined locally on bounded sub- 
sets of A4 rather than all of M. This local theory is developed by Fitzgibbon 
and Morgan [4] for elliptic systems. 
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APPENDIX 
For the sake of completeness we include proofs of Propositions 2.7 and 
2.8. 
Proof of Proposition 2.7. We first argue that if p > 1 and p is sufficiently 
close to one, then 2/b, > 1. We consider b, as a function of p; i.e., 
2P2 
“(p)=(2-p)[p(n+3)-(n+2),. 
(l.lA) 
We observe that b,( 1) = 2. Because b;( 1) < 0 we may conclude that if p > 1 
and p is sufficiently close to 1, then b,(p) < 2. 
We now show that for p > 1 and p sufficiently close to 1 then 
O<p(n+3)-(n+2).2-b,<p-l 
P(fi + 2) 2 P . 
Because 
p(n+3)-(n+2) 
P(n + 2) 
it is sufficient to show 
=(n+3)(2-P)-P 
(n + 2)(2-P) 
- 1 
P’ 
yn+3)(2-p)-pc1. 
P (n + 2)(2 -P) 
We choose p sufficiently close 1 to insure that 1 < 2/bl implies 
((n + 3)(2 - p) - p)/(2 - p)(n + 2) > l/p. To establish the second part of 
our desired inequality we define 
f(p)=(n+3)(2-~)-~ 
@+2)(2-p) . 
(1.2A) 
We now obtain our desired result by noticing that f( 1) = 1 and f’( 1) < 0. 
The proof Proposition 2.8 proceeds along similar lines. 
Proof of Proposition 2.8. We first argue that 2/b, > 1 if p > 1 and p is 
sufficiently close to 1. To establish this fact we define 
4P2 
“(p)=(2-p)[p(n+4)-(n+2)] 
(1.3A) 
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and observe that b2( 1) = 2 and b;(l) < 0. The proof that 
proceeds as follows. First we argue that (1.4A) is equivalent to 
1<(2n+8)-~@+6)<~ 
P (n+2)(2-P) . 
The last inequality of (1SA) is established by setting 
f(p)=(2n+8)-~(n+6) 
@+2)(2-p) ’ 
(1.4A) 
(1SA) 
(1.6A) 
and observing that f( 1) = 1 and f’( 1) < 0. We verify the first part of (1SA) 
by choosing p suffkiently close to 1 to insure 2/b* > 1 and performing 
straightforward calculations to show 2/b, > 1 implies 
1 (2n+8)-p(n+6) 
--< @+2)(2-p) . P 
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